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JUNE
Message From The Aberdeen
Board President
By: David Tager (Muirhead)

*ANNOUNCEMENT*
The Aberdeen Times Is Looking
For Volunteers

The older I get, the more I find myself thinking,
“Where did the time go?” It seems as if our snowbirds just arrived and now, we are already at the point
where we are saying “good-bye” to our friends who
are heading north. To those of you who are leaving
for your northern homes, I wish you ”safe travels”
and a safe, fun and healthy summer season. We’ll
all look forward to your return in the Fall.
By the time you receive this report, the Passover
Seders and the Easter Sunday celebration will be in
the rear-view mirror. Moving forward, we have so
much to look forward to by way of special and regular Club activities. Starting in late April, in addition
to offering dinner in Panache, we will begin offering,
twice a month on Saturday evenings, Mirage at Oasis. Those dining at Mirage will be offered a variety
of new dining options. Reservations are required,
and I’m pleased to report that the debut of Mirage
has been well received judging by the number of
reser-vations thus far.
There’s much more to report by way of special
events/activities. Let me suggest that you check out
Around and About, which is emailed to members,
weekly. Around and About contains the monthly

ASSISTANT TREASURER
Anyone interested in becoming a member of the
Board of Directors of the Aberdeen Times as Assistant Treasurer is welcome to contact Lew Roth
(Landlroth@aol.com), current Treasurer.
Duties would require some contact with the
IRS and the State of Florida concerning the filing
of annual reports and tax statements. The Aberdeen
Times is a non-profit corporation. We do not pay
Federal Income Taxes, nor do we pay sales tax.
However, reports are State and Federally mandated.
The Assistant Treasurer will work closely with the
Treasurer.
The Treasurer’s job revolves mostly
around keeping the books, depositing receipts
from advertisers, reconciling bank statements,
writing checks for printing, sales expenses,
governmental fees, and business meetings.
Some knowledge of both cash and accrual accounting is necessary.
The Assistant Treasurer position does not require a CPA, but prior experience with accounting
principles and reports is necessary. Previous dealings with the IRS would be extremely helpful.

(continued on page 2)
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THE ABERDEEN TIMES HAS GONE DIGITAL!
VISIT US AT www.aberdeentimes.org
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE...(continued from page 1)

event calendar and the fliers for all upcoming events.
Let me reinforce that your Management Team,
led by our General Manager, Jeff Riegler, and
your Board of Directors are committed to
elevating the country club lifestyle at Aberdeen.
Management and the Board will continue to explore
ideas, in order to provide the membership with
activities and experiences, which will enhance our
country club lifestyle. Additionally, we will be
addressing challenges that come with a growing
membership (i.e.: parking in the height of season,
increased
dining
opportunities,
facility
maintenance, etc.). Finally, we are always open
to input from you, our members. Aberdeen is my
home and it’s your home. Let’s work together to
ensure that the marketing statement, “It’s a good
life,” is the reality at Aberdeen Golf and Country
Club.

LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS...(continued from page 1)

DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
The Aberdeen Times needs a Distribution Manager to distribute the Aberdeen Times newspaper
once a month to Aberdeen Villages and Club distribution points. Valid driver’s license required.
Monthly distribution of the Aberdeen Times
takes about 1. 5 hours a month. If interested contact
Ruth Krawitz: 561-734-5244
JOIN OUR ABERDEEN TIMES TEAM

Ruth’s Reflections

By: Ruth Krawitz (Editor-Aberdeen Times)
It was a huge leap for most of us contemplating
retirement to make the decision to leave behind
family and friends. When we moved to FL, making
new friends became the primary focus in this totally
different environment. But it had to be done if we
wanted an enjoyable, productive, interesting social
lifestyle. And if we worked hard at it, with a positive,
open-minded, giving spirit, close relationships were
indeed formed. Over the years, with the sad loss
of many dear ones, and families scattered all over
the country, these relationships became even
more meaningful. That is even more relevant at
times of significant occasions and special holidays.
To optimize relationships, researchers suggest
that getting together with family and friends provides an opportunity for a wide range of possible rewards, especially if you take steps to ensure that
your get-togethers with others are generally
positive. Use simple strategies to make the most of
your time with loved ones.
• Have fun. Choose activities you can all share
and enjoy together.
• Have realistic expectations of family gatherings and what you can achieve at them. Count your
blessings and focus on a positive experiences.
• Model good behavior for others.
• Reach out to others, get involved, and be
there for them. Helping others builds self-esteem,
and increases feelings of mutual support.
• Share your feelings. Asking for advice and
discussing issues that trouble you with your loved
(continued on page 4)
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ones can help you process your emotions, lower your
stress levels, and gives others a chance to offer their
support and reassurance.
• Accept others as they are. Don’t be judgmental. Remember that learning about other points of
view can broaden your perspective. Be patient with
others’ foibles.
• Expect changes. Nothing remains the same
over time. Instead of resisting or becoming upset
with changes in attitudes, relationships, and behaviors among your loved ones, make an effort to understand and accept them.
• Foster intergenerational communication.
Seize the opportunity to get to know people of
different ages and status. Try to ensure that all age
groups are included in the gathering and that they
feel welcome and valued.
The benefits of supportive relationships are many
and varied. Research shows that spending time with
a network of caring friends and relatives can result in
better psychological health, mental functioning and
physical health.
Recommendations:
Family and large gatherings can be challenging,
no matter how close relationships with friends and
family may be. Try these tips for avoiding stress.
• Learn to say no. Too many responsibilities can
make you feel overwhelmed and anxious.
• Admit your feelings. You don’t have to be happy all the time during the holidays. Accept that you
will also sometimes feel sadness, irritation, anger
and other normal feelings.
• Be adaptable. Minimize personal stress by
cultivating a sense of humor, limiting the time you
spend with difficult family members, and taking time
for yourself if you need it.
• Go easy on yourself. You don’t have to be a
super cook, a perfect conversationalist or the most
doting grandmother ever. Try to judge yourself less
and enjoy yourself more.
• Minimize participation, if necessary. If family gatherings are difficult for you or leave you feeling
depressed, it makes sense to limit your participation
or avoid them altogether.

In support of our
advertisers, feel free
to CUT US UP and use
the coupons! When
you visit, let them
know you saw it in THE
ABERDEEN TIMES.

Exp. 9/30/2022

Exp. 9/30/2022
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Canterbury Communique
By: Dee Levy
Greetings from the Canterbury Community!
Yes, it’s June, the month named for the Roman Goddess Juno, the wife of Jupiter. June, the month of the
summer solstice, heralds the beginning of the summer season. “Summer has a flavor like no other.
Always fresh and simmering in sunshine.” (Oprah)
June holidays include Father’s Day, celebrated
on the third Sunday of the month (June 19th) and
Flag Day, observed on June 14th. Father’s Day, inaugurated in the US in the early part of the 20th century, celebrates fatherhood, paternal bonds, and the
influence of fathers in society. Lyndon Johnson issued the first presidential proclamation in 1966, designating the third Sunday in June as Father’s Day;
six years later the day was officially signed into law
by Richard Nixon.
Flag Day was initially established by a resolution of the Second Continental Congress on June 14,
1776, to commemorate the adoption of the American flag. The proclamation officially designating
June 14th as Flag Day was issued in 1916 by Woodrow Wilson and declared a national holiday by an
Act of Congress in 1949.
The American flag is assuredly the most iconic symbol of our nation. “One flag, one land,
one heart, one hand, one nation evermore.” (Oliver Wendell Holmes). At its core, the American
flag stands for pride, sacrifice, opportunity, hope,
strength, and freedom and serves as a reminder of
why these values should be integrated into our lives.
Although widely believed that the Philadelphia
seamstress Betsy Ross made and helped design the
first American flag, historians have never been able
to verify that completely. While she purportedly
sewed the first flag in 1776, she wasn’t credited with
this work during her lifetime. In fact, her story was
first publicly presented to the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania nearly a century later by her grandson,
William Canby.
According to Canby, his grandmother had often recounted the visit she had from George Washington, Robert Morris, and Colonel George Ross in
1776. During the meeting, she was presented with
a sketch of a flag that featured 13 red and white
stripes and 13 six-pointed stars and was asked to
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create a flag that matched the proposed design. She
agreed to do so, but also suggested that the stars be
arranged in a circle and that the number of points
on each star be reduced from 6 to 5. Canby’s claim
that his grandmother had designed and sewn the
first American flag was supported by affidavits from
Ross’s daughter, niece, and granddaughter. It was
subsequently published in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine in 1873 and soon became part of the
U.S. history curriculum taught to elementary-aged
school children.
Some historians attribute the design of the first
flag to Francis Hopkinson, a N.J. delegate to the
Continental Congress and signer of the Declaration
of Independence, who also designed seals for various government departments. His petition for payment for his design of the American flag was denied,
however, on the grounds that he wasn’t the only one
consulted on the design.
Did Betsy Ross really design and sew the first
American flag? While most historical studies have
concluded that there’s no good historical evidence
that she did, that doesn’t mean she didn’t! There’s
simply a lack of documentation. Nevertheless, Betsy
Ross has become a well-known and cherished figure
in American History.
On the local Canterbury scene, we want to welcome Sheri and Luc Boudreau to the community.
Bien Venue! We also want to thank the Board and
Barry Kalen for all their hard work on the roof replacement project, due to go ahead shortly. Kudos
to all of you! In closing, we wish all our Aberdeen
friends and neighbors Good Health, Happiness, and
a Happy Father’s Day. “A father’s love is neither
an anchor to hold us back, nor a sail to take us
there, but a guiding light whose love shows us the
way.” (Unknown) Stay Well, Stay Safe and have a
great summer!
JUMBLE
Unscramble the words below to reveal the
secret message. (Answer is on page 10).
nuje
osmno htgil
rou
ikess
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The Lessons
By: Janet Friedman (Hamptons)
In the beginning my expertise in the kitchen
was sorely lacking. During this era, my husband
and I were looking to invite our parents for dinner,
but what would I cook? So far, all my tries in the
kitchen have come to ignominious ends. The first
incident happened one morning when I was frying bacon for breakfast. My husband yelled to
me from the bedroom, “It smells like something
is burning. What are you doing?” “Just frying up
some bacon,” I yelled back. A few minutes later he
came into the kitchen. There I am cooking the bacon, oblivious to what is going on. “Look at this,”
he says. “What IS THIS in the frying pan?” he
asks me. I look. I have forgotten to peel the bacon
from the plastic that it comes on. The plastic is
burning into my new frying pan. So much for
breakfast. So much for my new frying pan. All the
windows had to be opened to air out the apartment.
Then there was the time I decided to make a
recipe for cooked red cabbage, apples, and bacon.
I got this recipe from a cookbook my father bought
me, an Esquire Party Cookbook. What, did he
have a premonition? Did he want me to party? I’m
married now! What happened to more appropriate
Betty Crocker?
Why did I pick this cabbage recipe? No clue.
I don’t even like cabbage. Anyway, when I have
everything in the pot and am cooking up a storm, I
come to the last sentence in the recipe. “This will
serve 25-30 people.” What? I spent the next few
days knocking on doors in my building to try and
give the cabbage away. I learned that, like me, not
too many people like cabbage. But I am learning.
Each and every mistake I make teaches me an
important lesson. Lesson #1- The bacon incident
has taught me to be careful when I am adding ingredients and to make sure I am doing the right
thing. Lesson #2- The cabbage incident has taught
me to read the recipe to the end before I decide to
make it. I am making progress.
Then there is the Jell-O incident. I don’t like
Jell-O, but my husband did. I decided to make a
batch of the red stuff. When I was done there
were 2 small little bowl things with Jell-O in
them. Just
(continued on page 8)
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2 tiny servings. All that red stuff and only 2 small
servings? Oh well. After dinner I told my husband
that I made some Jell-O for dessert. He took one
and after took one spoonful he said “Something is
wrong here. It’s way too sweet.” “Oh well, there’s
only 2 of them. I’ll just throw them out.” I say.
“Wait,” he says. “There should be 4 of them.”
“Did you follow the recipe? Did you add the cold
water at the end?” What cold water?
Lesson #3- Pay attention! Proceed slowly.
Check yourself as you go along! Recheck! Recheck again!
Now we have invited our parents for dinner for
the first time. The first time they will also be seeing our apartment also. What to make? I know one
thing. I will not make bacon, cabbage, or Jell-O! I
am going to try lasagna and garlic bread which is
a giant leap for me. It Can’t be too hard. My friend
Sandy, who is a great cook, gives me her lasagna
recipe. I study it for a week before deciding to take
a chance and make it. I go shopping and buy all the
ingredients. I am feeling confident and think about
all the lessons I have learned.
The big day arrives. I am putting together the
lasagna and when I get out the Italian bread and
cut it open, I realize that I have forgotten to get
garlic powder. I enlist my husband and get him to
go to the store. He leaves and I continue.
As I am preparing, I start to think about where
we will all sit. We are in our first small apartment.
We have a sofa. We have a dining table and chairs
and a bedroom set. That is all. There’s not really
a comfortable environment for all of us to sit and
talk but we’ll manage.
Everything except the bread is now done. The
table is set. I move a couple of the dining chairs
into the living room so we can kind of sit together
in a grouping and talk. There are no tables for us
to put food or a drink on, but we’ll manage. I am
ready.
Now I realize that my husband has been gone
a really long time. Uh oh. Something must be
wrong. This is before cell phones, so I am starting
to get a little worried when I hear someone banging on the apartment’s door. I open it. There is
my husband and another guy I do not know. They
have a bunch of furniture. “What’s going on?”
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I ask. “There was a going out of business sale
at the furniture store next door to the grocery
store,” my husband says. My husband has
bought a lot of furniture. Non-returnable all
sales final. Look-ing at what he’s brought home I
know exactly why this store is going out of
business! My husband has brought us an
assortment of horrible furniture and even paid
this unknown big, giant guy to help him carry it
up the 3 flights of stairs and into our apartment!
Who is this huge guy who now knows where we
live? Should I be worried? Maybe. He looks a
little shady.
The first thing in the door is a RED VELVET
(very ugly) side chair. An OLIVE GREEN corduroy easy chair with an ottoman follows. (Very,
very ugly). A TURQUOISE BLUE round distressed wood library table comes in next. (UGLY!
And I am the one distressed!). Two DARK BLUE
square coffee tables with BLACK marble inlay
(OMG). “Now we’ll have a place for everyone to
sit,” he says. I am speechless. He hands me the
garlic powder.
(continued on page 9)

Jeffrey E. Siegal M.D., P.A.
Board Certified Eye Physician and Surgeon
Fellow, American Academy of Ophthalmology
Specializing in

. Personalized Full
.
.
.
.
.

Service Eye Care
CrystalensTM Bifocal
Implants
Astigmatism surgery,
minimizes need for
eyeglasses after
cataract surgery
LipiflowTM . Dry Eye
Glaucoma Care
In-Office Laser Surgery

Licensed Optician on staff, On-Site Optical Services.
Medicare Assignment & most insurances accepted.
Village at Floral Lakes
15340 Jog Road, Suite 210
Delray Beach, FL 33446

(561) 495-8558
Hours: M-F 8:45am-4:30pm
By appointment
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The doorbell rings. Our parents are here. What
will they think of this conglomeration? Every color of the rainbow. My husband is proud of himself.
I am too stunned to say a word. I go into the kitchen to cry and finish dinner.
The lasagna is a big hit. It is perfect and delicious! I am feeling much better about cooking and
deciding that I really have a flair for it after all,
when everyone starts spitting out the garlic bread.
Sorry, they all say, it’s so salty. Salty? I didn’t use
any salt. I wonder why it tastes salty. I go into the
kitchen to look at the garlic powder. Maybe it’s
bad or something. I pick up the bottle. It’s garlic
SALT! I didn’t pay attention to Lesson #1! I ignored Lesson #3! Now I have a new lesson. Lesson #4- look over the ingredients very carefully
to make sure they are correct! If I had followed
Lesson #1 and Lesson #3, I would not have
needed another Lesson! Four of them now!
They are piling up! Wait, there’s one more.
Lesson #5- never send your husband out to buy
garlic powder from a grocery store that is next
door to a furniture store going out of business.
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Jolly June
By: Phyllis Arnauer (Lancaster Lakes)
Can you believe it? May is gone and June is here.
The month of weddings, graduations, D-Day on June
6, Flag Day on June 14, Father’s Day on June 19 and
the summer solstice on June 21. The snowbirds have
left for cooler places or places less hot. Year-rounders, like me, have the opportunity to bask in the sun
on a lounge by the pool without the stress of chair
searching. With the school year over, the roundabouts
are much easier to navigate at 8:00 in the morning.
Popular restaurants have tables availability at hours
like 6:00 or 6:30, rather than the “most desired time”
of 5:30 or 9:00!
Remember when someone told you they were
married 25 years? That information did not register;
it seemed too far away for us newlyweds. Well, now
here I am, getting ready to see 2 grandchildren start
their college journey. Many of you will also be attending high school graduations and possibly college
graduations. How lucky are we to be able to attend
these milestones? It is only because time flies that we
(continued on page 10)

Pfeffer’s
Custom
Aluminum

Proudly offering quality
screen doors manufactured
by:

Products, Inc.

Thank you Aberdeen Residents
for your continued support!

What do we do?

* Screen Doors and Entryways *
* Re-screening and Repairs of all kinds! *
* Sliding Glass Door repairs
and Screen Doors *
* Window Repairs and Screens * Dog Doors *
* Kickplate * Storm Doors *

FREE ESTIMATES
www.FLdoorandscreen.com

800-552-2173

8
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are at this point in our lives. I, for one, embrace each
passing year as a gift to be opened and enjoyed. Here
at Aberdeen we all realize that Covid-19 has stolen
3 years of our precious time. We must all have the
“time of our life.” Remember, age is just a number!
Yikes- that’s a BIG number!
I found a few wonderful quotes about time that I
hope inspire you as they inspired me.
“The two most powerful warriors are Patience
and Time.”
“Lost Time is never found again.”
“The bad news is Time flies. The good news is
you’re the pilot.”
“The way we spend our Time defines who we
are.”
There are many others, but these got me thinking
about Time. Enjoy your time here at Aberdeen and
make every day count!
Neighbor News
Congratulations to Sue and Larry Dix who, in
May, attended the graduation of their granddaughter,
Tova, from Stern College of Yeshiva U.
So excited for David and myself to be attending the graduation of our grandson, Sebastian, from
Bergen County Academies and heading to Cornell
U. Also, our granddaughter, Ella, graduating from
Cherry Hill West and heading to The College of N.J.
Much thanks and appreciation to outgoing President, Larry Dix, and his board for a difficult job well
done. Congratulations to the new Board of Lancaster
Lakes:
President- Roy Hanover
Vice-President- Laura Braverman
Treasurer- Gerry Friedland
Secretary- Susan Bemis
Board members- Elaine Boderman, Dennis
Brenner, Michael Darpino
Happy and healthy summer to all. October will
be the next printing of the Aberdeen Times.

Answer to Jumble Puzzle on page 6
(“June Moons Light Our Skies”)

Affordable Living Trusts
Now there’s no excuse for you and your family not to benefit from
the advantages of a Revocable Living Trust especially if you own
your own home or condo.

425
$
Married Couple .... 525
Single Person.......

$

Plus Additional Incidental Costs

Robert D. Schwartz

Attorney At Law • Certified Public Accountant

Toll Free 1-866-34TRUST

1-866-348-7878

1901 S. Congress Avenue, #215, Boynton Beach, FL 33426
2385 N.W. Executive Center Drive, Suite 100, Boca Raton, FL 33431
2101 Vista Pkwy. South, West Palm Beach, FL 33411
14255 US Hwy. 1, Suite 270, Juno Beach, FL 33408
(Available by Appointment)

Mr. Schwartz’s qualifications Include:

Graduate of Univ. of Florida College of Law w/honors
Graduated Cum Laude from Florida State University
National Speaker on Estate & Tax Planning

“The hiring of a lawyer is
an important decision that should not
be based solely upon advertisement. Before you decide,
ask me to send you free written information about my qualifications and experience.”

NEED HELP WITH PAPERWORK?

DEBORAH REMSON
Personal Bookkeeping Assistance
Services
• Bill Paying
• Balancing Your Check book
• Record Keeping
• Organizing Personal Paperwork

FREE CONSULTATION
(561) 969-3240
Cell (561) 818-5835
Member of
American Association
of

References

AADMM

Daily Money Managers
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The Sunny Shores
By: Estelle Morganstein
This is the final issue of our winter season –
the next Times publication will appear on Oct. 1.
Hopefully, our summer will be relaxing and without
problems!
As you are aware by now, COVID has not yet
been conquered. The war in the Ukraine continues
to wreak havoc both on that unfortunate country and
on the stability of the world order as we’ve known it.
Climate change is resulting in increasing droughts
which have led to raging forest fires throughout
much of the southwest, and, in this regard, has come
to affect us as homeowners in the State of FL by
unprecedented increases in insurance rates for the
past few years. Insurance companies ascribe this
massive increase to at least three reasons:
1. Climatic occurrences such as hurricanes that
have caused statewide flooding, e.g., New Orleans
Historic Quarter, resulting in unexpected payouts
to millions.
2. Our own state leads in fraudulent claims

Servicing
Aberdeen, Boca Lago,
The Grove & Venetian Isles.
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for roof repairs/replacement that have bankrupted
many insurance companies and forced others to exit
Florida, resulting in little or no competition from
remaining insurers still in the marketplace.
3. Lethargic response by government to legislate
a response to help alleviate the burden placed on
homeowners to help them meet their obligations.
One solution a minority of residents can elect
is to self-insure – a fancy way of saying that if you
own a home on your own private property free and
clear of any mortgage and the residence is not part
of an HOA, you can choose to opt out of placing
insurance on it and instead choose to put aside
monies every year to build up your own reserve fund
for future anticipated expenses. When I worked on
the Island of Palm Beach, many homeowners could
afford to do this to avoid the massive premiums that
their insurers were demanding. Unfortunately, the
average homeowner either paying off a mortgage or
living in communities such as ours, does not have
this option.
Many homeowner associations are now being
faced with massive increases in their renewal
policies, and, although most have increased
their budgets in anticipation of higher
premiums, the reality is that they will be faced
with a dilemma of how to come up with sufficient
funds to pay the bill. Most insurance companies
are willing to break down premiums into several
monthly payments over the coming year which
will offer some relief, but the cold fact is that the
bills still have to be paid!
Options can necessitate taking out a bank
loan which would require a prolonged payback,
restricting a Board’s ability to continue building up
their discretionary fund for other needs.
Another choice might be to empty any existing
discretionary reserve to cover the premium, but that
might deplete this fund which may be necessary to
cover any future potential emergencies.
A further option may be for the HOA to call for
a special assessment from all homeowners.
There are few options – none of them good
- but perhaps choosing a combination of options
may work best depending on a community’s unique
needs and financial capabilities.(continued on page 12)
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It is obvious that this type of escalation on the
part of the insurance industry cannot be sustained
indefinitely, and, at some point, our legislators
will have to come up with a plan to help all
Floridians, if our state is to continue growing and
prospering. Until then, we, in The Shores like
thousands of other homeowners, will have no
alternative but to bite the bullet.

Harbour Lights
By: Wendy Latman
This will be the last Harbour Lights until the
fall. I want to wish everybody a safe, happy, and
healthy summer wherever you are.
In keeping with this year’s theme of interviewing
residents, I’d like you to…
…meet Adele and Bernie Dienstag
You all know them, but do you REALLY know
them. Some interesting facts. They both grew up in
The Bronx, literally around the corner from each
other. They both went to the same school. She
always knew him as, “The Singer.” Their mothers
met in a local butcher shop and became best friends.
When they were 13 years old, Bernie’s bicycle
managed to break down every day, in front of where
Adele lived. The rest is history. This June they will
be celebrating 64 years of marriage.
Bernie’s professional life included being a
Cantor, a professional entertainer, and later, a High
School math teacher. Adele was a Bookkeeper and
Office Manager in the fashion industry and later, in
the travel industry.
They have 2 grown children and 4 grown
grandchildren, the oldest of whom will be
married on July 4th weekend in VT this year. Their
daughter is an Attorney, and their son is a
Psychologist. They each have 2 children.
Being politically active has always been part of
the Dienstag family. Whether it’s volunteering to
register voters, make phone calls, mail postcards,
they are there on both the local and national level.
On the truly local level, Bernie has been on The
Harbours Board of Directors for many years, in the
capacity of President, Vice President, Treasurer,
Secretary, and currently as Director.
Their life together has truly been the love story
(when they aren’t bickering) everyone aspires to
have. Just to be around them, you can feel the

affection and adoration they have for each other,
their family, and their friends.
Say hello to Adele and Bernie when you see
them.
If anyone would like to share their summer
experiences, vacations, adventures, etc. with the
community, please call me. I will come interview
you, or just send me an email. It will be included in
the Aberdeen Times when we resume publication
in the fall. Email: wlatman@bellsouth.net, Phone:
561-699-5857.

Bermuda Isle Buzz
By: Harvey Schwartz
If you thought that construction and home improvement has been the “by-word” in our recent
past, you should take a look at Bermuda Isle now.
We initiated our appetite for a general update to
our community with the projects to paint all of the
homes, pressure wash / clean the roofs and make
the driveway aprons free of uneven surfaces. Then,
we all watched in amazement as many of the homeowners gave their landscaping general upgrades,
improving the design and cosmetic values of the
plantings and, in the end, their entire property. The
beneficiary of all of the work by the Homeowners
Association and our individual homeowners has
been the Bermuda Isle community in general. We
thought that the heavy lifting was completed when
another surge in activity has and is occurring with
many of the homes on the “Shoe”.
We have always thought that keeping our Bermuda Isle Island in an “Up-to-date” condition
would be smart from the aesthetic and investment
points of view. The practice of continually working
on our neighborhood has proven to be a sound practice. The turnover of homes from original owners
to people investing in new homes has been nothing
short of amazing. Almost with no exception, new
homeowners are re-imagining their new properties.
The investments made by these people are substantial and are producing exceptional results. These
are serious investments made by serious people.
When taken together, the new homeowners and
their properties are making a great improvement to
Bermuda Isle in general.
Why did these people choose to live here in
(continued on page 13)
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Bermuda Isle? The writer spoke to several of the
new homeowners and found different reasons from
different folks. They’re listed below:
1. Wanted to be in a Club Community with Social, Tennis and Golf amenities.
2. “The atmosphere is Down to Earth.” A Casual introduction to people living here was received
very favorably. This was cited both for Bermuda
Isle and for Aberdeen in general.
3. Reviewed the financial realities of Aberdeen
and Bermuda Isle when compared to competing
communities in the general area.
4. Realistic investment opportunity in a very
high rising market pricing escalation.
5. Size of the community being limited to 74
homes is thought to be very favorable.
6. Obvious pride in ownership is displayed. The
original intent of Bermuda Isle is being maintained
by the current HOA and homeowners.
The people interviewed were from northern
states and from suburban Broward County.
A “Good News” update comes to us from Jan
Axelrod. Her granddaughter, Melissa Axelrod Lehrer earned her PhD., in biology from the Eberly
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College of Arts and Sciences at West Virginia University. Congratulations to the Axelrods!!!
We wish to welcome the following new homeowners:
1. Susan and Richard Weiss - 8156 Horseshoe
Bay Road
2. Sandra and Stanley Packman - 8181 Horseshoe Bay Road
3. Robert and Jayne Novison - 8175 Horseshoe
Bay Road
4. Joan and Herman Fine - 8408 Horseshoe Bay
Road
5. Diana and Daniel Callahan - 8348 Horseshoe
Bay Road
We wish to say a heartfelt goodbye and well
wishes to the following former homeowners:
1. Helen Rose
2. Mike & Judy Humphrey
3. Mike Cully
4. Jackie Adler
5. Charlie Day
We note with sadness the passing of Bill Baer
and Arnold Menzer, both very long-time residents
of Bermuda Isle.
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Ahoy From The Moorings

Sterling Lakes

By: Carol Ruth Baldwin
Relocating: Our Moorings Neighbors Judy and Sid
Dogen are moving to Assisted Living at Mariposa. We
wish them all the best in their new abode.
A Loss for us all: Charlotte Kahn was a gracious
and giving friend to so many in all of Aberdeen East.
With sadness and warmth, we remember this unique
woman who passed away in recent days. She lived
life on her own terms, with sparkling joy and vigor.
Friends describe her as always beautifully dressed and
coiffed, wearing her spectacular smile. Charlotte was
an exceptionally social person—the epitome of the
social butterfly. She was always ready to jump into a
game of cards, or into any group activity, or onto the
dance floor with her husband Jerry any chance they
got. She was a member of the Moorings HOA Board
of Directors for the decades she and Jerry lived here.
She was also active in all of the clubs in the Aberdeen
East community, often taking leadership roles, with
special involvement in the Social Travel Club, Theatre
Wing, Italian American Club, Jewish Heritage Club,
among all of the other club activities. Charlotte was
an inspiration with a special ease in making friends
with everyone she met. May we all aspire to be more
like Charlotte Kahn. We send our condolences to
Jerry, the rest of Charlotte’s family and to her many
close friends.

By: Judy Lukow

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR ADVERTISERS
How to Access the Aberdeen
Times on Your Computer
1. Enter the e-mail address:
http://www.aberdeentimes.org
2. Top right, click on: Print Edition
3. On your left, click on: Drawer file
4. Click on dir
5. Select month by clicking on month
6. Give a few minutes to upload
7. Scroll using mouse wheel or bar on the right
8. Enjoy reading the Aberdeen Times from
anywhere in the world!
Support our Sponsors

They’re Back! And June Celebrations
Our Social Committee is back and, true to form
– they gave us a great party!
On Thursday, April 21st in our clubhouse Oak
room, our new executive chef outdid himself. The
chafing dish hors d’oeuvres, the small dish salads
and the hors d’oeuvres passed out by the waitstaff
were amazing! The desserts were unbelievable! We
all partied heartily and so welcomed coming out
of the global pandemic! It was great to see everyone
again and meet some new Sterlingites. Thank you to
our Social Committee, Carol Wallach, Bette Korn,
Ronnie Wiederlight, and Joan Lacher. (Applause!)
Carol Wallach: The club truly outdid themselves
and I hope our residents who attended, had a great
time.
Ronnie Wiederlight: It was great working with
the staff at Aberdeen and I am so happy that so
many Sterling neighbors attended. We will plan
other events in the future.
David Stein: The get-together was awesome —
good food and met some new friends. Hopefully
this happens more often.
Father’s Day June 19: A Brief history of Father’s
Day
In 1909, Sonora Smart Dodd of Spokane,
Washington, was inspired by Anna Jarvis and the
idea of Mother’s Day. Her father, William Jackson
Smart, a farmer and Civil War veteran, was also
a single parent who raised Sonora and her five
brothers by himself, after his wife Ellen died. While
attending a Mother’s Day church service in 1909,
Sonora, then 27 years old, came up with the idea.
In 1916, President Woodrow Wilson and his
family personally observed the day.
Eight years later, President Calvin Coolidge
signed a resolution in favor of Father’s Day “to
establish more intimate relations between fathers
and their children and to impress upon fathers the
full measure of their obligations.”
In 1966, President Lyndon Johnson signed an
executive order that the holiday be celebrated on
(continued on page 15)
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the third Sunday in June.
Under President Richard Nixon, in 1972,
Congress passed an act officially making Father’s
Day a national holiday.
HAPPY FATHER’S DAY to all you lucky guys
that became fathers!
A Brief history of Juneteenth: In 1863, during
the American Civil War, Pres. Abraham
Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation,
which declared more than three million slaves
living in the Confederate states to be free. More
than two years would pass, however, before the
news reached African Americans living in TX. It
was not until Union soldiers arrived in
Galveston, TX, on June 19, 1865, that the state’s
residents finally learned that slavery had been
abolished. The former slaves immediately began
to celebrate with prayer, feasting, song, and dance.
Enjoy your day partying and reading the
Emancipation Proclamation!
End of School Year- Hooray! Our young
children/grandchildren finished their school year
and are moving on up to the next grade or are
graduating, Congratulations!
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You made it!
Good News
Carol and Mike Wallach: Mike and I are heading
up to Boston at the end of May to celebrate our
grandson, Ben’s graduation from Tufts. He will then
be heading over to Spain for a year to teach English.
WTG Ben! Congratulations to all in your family
on Ben’s accomplishments and his exciting future.
Ronnie and Mike Wiederlight: Our granddaughter
Carly is graduating from the University of Delaware
in May with honors and a 4.0 GPA. She’ll be
attending George Washington University in
Washington DC for her masters. We’re so proud
of her!
WTG Carly! Women Power! Congratulations
to the Wiederlight family!
Sad News
It is with deep sadness that we inform you of the
passing of Thelma Kessler. Thema lived in Sterling
Lakes for many years. May she rest in Eternal Peace.

It’s Happening In Dorchester

By: Carol Baron
It is hard to believe that we are looking at half of
this year behind us, as we are working our way to the
remainder of the year. We celebrated Mother’s Day
and the start of summer. Now we move on to fulfill the
rest of our days this year.
To those of our residents who have lost someone
they love, we send our condolences and understanding. And to those who are living day to day with the
illness of someone they love who lives with them, we
wish you patience, tolerance and a reason to enjoy
each day.
If you spend time here, we hope you will notice
the new landscaping, new roofs, newly painted homes
and new pets being walked through the area. We hope
that our new residents realize they are welcomed and
that they will reach out to their neighbors and make
new friends.
To our residents who are new great grandparents,
grandparents and attendants at the weddings of their
children and grandchildren… congratulations! We
look forward to reconnecting with you in the Fall. Remember “Time waits for no one.” Treasure every moment you have. You will treasure it even more when
you can share it with someone special.
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Hampton News
By: John Pagliarini
Writing a monthly column for the Hampton Community was not by choice, but as a necessity. Nobody
wanted the responsibility of writing a monthly column. Over the years, different neighbors authored
articles that were clever and informative. As time
marched on, the articles got shorter and shorter and finally, these authors moved on or got too busy contributing their talents to other organizations or endeavors.
I started writing about Hampton activities and
Board actions and heard from a few neighbors
about important events in their lives like anniversaries, what the grandchildren were accomplishing
or the passing of a friend or neighbor. But over time
this type of information slowed to a trickle and then
petered out. I then thought that it would be mutually
beneficial to include a ‘Did you Know’ section pertaining to the Hampton Declaration and By-laws. A
few ‘Philadelphia Lawyers’ in the community gave
their unsolicited remarks indicating the I should not
be telling everyone in Aberdeen what is included
in our documents. That, of course, is the furthest
from the truth, as our documents are filed with the
Coun-ty and are public information readily
found on a County website.
Other Aberdeen community contributors that
authored articles also struggled to include items of
interest. The Aberdeen Times communications to
contributors included when to submit their articles,
article length and deadlines together with a suggested
list of ideas and subjects to include in the upcoming
months. Sincere efforts were made to contact Village
Presidents to have them notify their residents relative
to distribution, but this effort met with resistance.
The Covid-19 Pandemic brought new challenges in
our distribution and out of necessity we switched to a
digital issue for a year and a half. We lost 50% of our
advertisers due to financial difficulty. We went back
to a printed edition as the preferred mode of publication, but finding contributors and advertisers was
extremely difficult. Our printer had a recent turnover
of personnel and we had to established a new line
of communications and a printout of our procedures.
Our distribution manager moved out of the community and a replacement has not been found.
Have a good summer!
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Preparing Your Home Before
Travel
By: Murray Iseman (Addison Green)
There is nothing worse than returning home to
discover disturbing conditions. Most can be avoided by taking precautions.
1. Turn off the water at the main junction. This
eliminates flooding from a ruptured toilet or washer supply line. However, many homes have water
pipes under the foundation. Breakage of these pipes
is rare but when occurring water may enter your
home from the floor.
2. Drainpipes have a U-shaped designed to leave
trapped water which acts as a barrier between your
home and sewer pipes. If it evaporates, the pipe becomes an open highway allowing those ugly ‘water
bugs’ to invade your home. While they do not survive, you will be greeted with dozens or more lying
on your floor
A. Close all drains.
B. Put a can over the shower drain.
C. Most tubs and sinks have an overflow hole
(continued on page 20)

Boynton Beach Home Watch
Give yourself peace of mind by having
an insured Home Watch professional
perform regular property inspections
while you’re away…

Sarah Kirkland
Owner

561-369-8726

Call for references and a free estimate,
And visit our website below :

Boyntonbeachhomewatch.com
Trusted business owner in the community,
Caring for properties since 2009
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COMMISSION NEGOTIABLE!
FLORIDA’S #1 BROKER-ASSOCIATE IN THE ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITIES!
CALL PAUL SAPERSTEIN, ESTATE SPECIALIST TODAY!

YOUR ABERDEEN MARKET REPORT!
SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
$365,000

PICTURE
YOUR PROPERTY
HERE NEXT!

4 BD, 4 BA, 3,349 SF

3 BD, 3 BA, 2,596 SF

3 BD, 3 BA, 2,563 SF

3 BD, 2 BA, 2,618 SF

IS YOUR HOME NEXT?

$500,000

$570,000

$400,000

Property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not limited to, county records & the Multiple Listing Service. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you
should not rely upon it without personal verification. If your home is currently listed with a Realtor® this is not a solicitation.

DON’T BE LEFT BEHIND! PAUL DELIVERS RESULTS

Paul Saperstein
Broker-Associate

RANKED #68 IN THE USA FOR TRANSACTION SIDES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE WALL STREET JOURNAL BY REAL TRENDS

paul.saperstein@exprealty.com

Meet Paul Saperstein
SCAN ME WITH YOUR PHONE

FREE

H O M E VA L U AT I O N G O T O :

www.PaulSaperstein.com
The Saperstein Group

DON’T MAKE A MOVE WITHOUT ME! CALL OR TEXT

561.220.6789
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ABERDEEN COPS
CALLING ALL ABERDEEN WEST RESIDENTS!
(East Residents are welcome as well.)

The Aberdeen Citizen’s Observer Patrol (COP) unit needs
YOU. Yes, YOU!
Of our ten active volunteers, only two are residents of
Aberdeen West. The rest of our dedicated volunteers are Aberdeen East
residents. We patrol both East and West, but West is truly under-represented.
YOU can change that!
We need just ONE new COP volunteer from each village in West Aberdeen to
tilt the balance. That will keep our patrol car on the road mornings,
afternoons, and weekends. Will YOU step up?
If YOU are looking for something interesting and useful to do and can spare
just 3 hours per week, at your convenience, plus one hour for the monthly
meeting, then come and join us! The men and women of our unit are proud of
their service to East and West Aberdeen as Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Office
(PBSO) volunteers. The program name tells you just what our volunteers
do…We patrol the entire community and observe and report to 9-1-1 anything
that seems to need the attention of the Sheriff’s Department.
Examples include suspicious persons, vehicle accidents, found property,
graffiti and more. Our visibility in the PBSO patrol vehicle helps deter crime
but our volunteers do not confront anyone, put ourselves in risky situations,
or enforce HOA or POA rules. Safety is key! Look at the crime stats in the
surrounding communities and note that Aberdeen is among the safest. Please
help us keep it that way by joining our team.
The PBSO C.O.P. program provides training and once you’ve completed your
training, you’ll be issued a uniform shirt, and any other equipment you might
need for patrol. Have questions? Not sure this is for you? Just call to find out.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Volunteer Captain Darlene Pfeiffer at

954-648-0304 or PfeifferD@pbso.org
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YOUR LOCAL EXPERT and FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR at ABERDEEN

Luz Angela Agredo Real Estate Broker Associate
Available 24/7 in person and virtually

angela.homes
Angela Homes Real Estate
Luz Angela Agredo

Thinking of Selling or Buying? Let Us help!

BUYER
8954 Brittany Lakes Drive, Aberdeen Lakes
SOLD

SELLER
8017 Aberdden 202 , Stratford at Aberdeen
SOLD

18 years of experience serving
the South Florida market.
More than 2000+ Homes Sold.
Client focused, results driven
Representing you in English,
Spanish and Portuguese.

SELLER
6876 Bitterbush Pl, Aberdeen 3 - Cambridge
SOLD

SELLER
64 Via de casas norte Boynton Beach, FL 33426
SOLD

Powerful marketing and innovative
tools for maximum reach.
Direct access to an international
network of Buyers ready to close.
World-class customer service at
your fingertips.

Buying or selling is an emotional process we know that.
We make your Real Estate experience an enjoyable and stress-free process.

Call us to discuss your real estate goals. We will work to make it a reality
Luz.Agredo@ExpRealty.com

Cell 561 305 0040
Contact me to learn what your home would sell for in today’s market.
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just beneath the rim. Block those holes with tape.
D. Insert a toilet brush into each toilet. This
prevents entry if water in the trap evaporates.
3. Tape over the outside dryer vent.
4. Install lamp timers so lights can go off and
on at various times. This gives the illusion of an
occupied home.
5. Forward your home phone by dialing *72
and insert receiving number.
6. A house sitter is a good idea but ALWAYS
check references. There are stories of sitters moving into the house or using it for parties. The decision to use a sitter should be given extra credence if
your A/C and/or refrigerator is more than 10 years
old. You do not want to return home to mold or a
fridge overrun with maggots.
7. Forward or put mail on hold. Newspaper
delivery should be suspended. Try to use the automated system and avoid directly calling as it is
prudent to limit the number of people aware of
your departure.
A. This seems to be a case of paranoia but I once
called Comcast and Sun Sentinel to advise of upcoming travel. A week after departure, American
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Express sent advice about replacing my lost card.
I stated making no such request but this happened
2 additional times. On 3rd cycle, AMEX accused
me of being an imposter since they just spoke to
the REAL Murray Iseman. I requested a 3-way call
allowing me to participate. When confronted, the
imposter laughed. Fearing that my home was broken into and the forwarding was re-routed on my
home phone, I had a neighbor check and all was
OK. Somewhere in my communications, word of
an empty home leaked out. I still do not know how
they were able to forward my number to their Miami address.
8. Set your thermostat to around 79. The ideal
HUMIDITY should be about 50%. Some homes
are equipped with a humidistat. This regulates the
on-off control of the AC unit. It allows temperatures
to rise as long as that does not allow humidity to
rise. Some of the humidistats have marks indicating
‘home & away.’ If you have such a device, just turn
it to ‘away.’
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Time Flies: Carpe Diem
By: Bea Lewis (Lancaster Lakes)

Not long ago, I attended 4 funerals in 3 weeks.
Two of them were for friends I have known since
eighth grade; one for the spouse of a neighbor, and
one for a very lively gentleman who, at 90, played
18 holes of golf just days before his demise.
(One day he was happy at play; the next day
he was gone. It’s difficult to wrap my head around
that.)
Friends and relatives of the deceased eulogized their beloved friend or relative. Some of the
stories they shared were humorous; some spoke
about the deceased person’s life that I never knew
about, even though I might have known that person for decades. (While sitting in the chapel I gave
thought to how I would be remembered.)
At my stage of life – in my mid-80s - attending
funerals is part of my new normal. My life today
is different from, say, eons ago, when attending
engagement parties, weddings and baby showers
were part of my everyday existence.
Recently, I re-did my telephone book and
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crossed out numerous names and addresses of
friends, family members, even former colleagues.
Some of them I miss desperately and feel sad when
I think about them. But everyone dies. No one gets
a pass.
With each passing year, my list of people to socialize with gets smaller. I search for new friends.
No one wants to be alone. We need each other.
When I was in my fifties I had one friend who
passed away. It was the husband of a college friend.
It was shocking that someone so young could have
a terminal illness and be gone. The same goes for
when I was in my sixties. A friend would pass
away and we would all comment how young he –
or she – was.
Recently, while cleaning out a closet, I found
some old family pictures. The only person left
from our many parties and celebrations - is me!
As a society, we don’t focus on our demise. We
deny the inevitable. Maybe that is a good thing.
Speaking for myself, why dwell on something that
might not happen until years from now? (Notice I
no longer say decades from now.)
For now, I will pay attention to the ways I can
improve – or even heal – some of my relationships.
I will remember to tell my children how proud I
am of them. I will no longer miss the chance to
tell someone how much they mean to me. I will no
longer put off that phone call – or visit - to a friend
who could use a little extra TLC.
Time flies. I have work to do. Carpe Diem.

Editor’s Note - The
Aberdeen Times welcomes
human interest or feature
articles. If you have an
interesting story to tell, we
would love to publish it.
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Inspiration – Optimism Leads to
Success
By: Maris Levy (Addison Green)

The mind is a powerful instrument. It dictates,
manipulates, and dominates every aspect of our
lives. Our minds are the controlling force that
cause us to become self-deprecating negative
nonachievers or positive successful leaders. Our
mindsets effect and ultimately determine the course
of our relationships causing them to grow and
blossom or end in failure.
A positive outlook leads to end results that are
beneficial, while having a negative frame of mind
can only end in failure and feelings of inadequacy.
In business and in life to be successful you must
have ability and determination and an optimistic
viewpoint. A true leader is a true problem solver,
who is respected and admired by his/her peers.
I am my own person. I am not someone that
others can subjugate to benefit their selfish personal
ambitions and desires. My mind exports a positive
drive directing me to be the best that I can be.
Being of a positive mindset enhances self-

esteem and self-esteem is the main ingredient
needed to complete a recipe for success. Success
is what we all aim for, and at the end of each day I
let my mind celebrate its success. I stand tall, hold
my head up high, throw my chest out and proclaim
to the world, “Yes, I came, I saw and I conquered!”

Please patronize
our Advertisers
and TELL them
you saw their
ad in the
Aberdeen Times
(561) 966-8774

YOUR FULL SERVICE
CONTRACT COMPANY

ABERDEEN

THE WAY SERVICE WAS MEANT TO BE!

BASIC PACKAGE COVERAGE
Air Conditioning
(including compressor - up to 5 tons)

Included

Heating

Included

Thermostat/Humidistat

Included

Refrigerator

Included

Icemaker

Included

Cold Water/ Ice Dispenser

Included

Oven/Range (includes self-cleaning)

Included

Microwave Oven (built-in)

Included

Garbage Disposal (replacement -1/2 HP)

Included

Plumbing & Electric (2 Baths)

Included

Extended Plumbing

Included

Dishwasher

Included

Washer/Dryer

Included

Water Heater (up to 50 gallons)

Included

REPLACEMENT (SEE TERMS AND CONDITIONS)
Air Conditioner, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Oven & Range,
and Washer & Dryer. (excludes stack sets)

TOTAL BASIC PACKAGE

www.central-ac.com

$225.00

Providing quality service and customer satisfaction Since 1987!!
CAC also sells and installs
New Air Conditioning
Systems,
Hot Water Heaters and more
Call for a
FREE ESTIMATE

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Each Additional Bath
Freezer (separate)
Trash Compactor
2nd Refrigerator
Instant Hot
2nd Air Conditioner
(up to 5 tons)
2nd Air Conditioner - Replacement
(each additional - up to 5 tons)
2nd Water Heater
(up to 50 gallons - each)
Water Heater - Replacement
(up to 50 gallons - each)
Yearly A/C Check-Ups (each)

$10.00
$25.00
$15.00
$25.00
$15.00
$45.00
$45.00

No Co-Pays
Unlimited
Service Calls

No Subcontractors
u 2 HR. Time Spans
for Regular
Service Appointments

– No All Day Waiting!
u 35 Highly Trained Service Technicians
u On Call 7 Days / 24 Hours a Day
u Serving the Entire Tri-County Area
u State Regulated - Licensed & Insured

$20.00

u New Fully Stocked Vans Equipped with
Satellite Tracking Devices

$35.00

u Large Parts Department

$35.00

STATE OF FLORIDA LICENSE NO. 80228
CACO 32383 - CFC57183 - EC13006352
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Marty’s Recipes
By: Marty Hyman (Waterford)
JULIA CHILD’S REINE DE SABA
(QUEEN OF SHEBA) CAKE
One of the things that I most enjoy in collecting
recipes is the wealth of information that Julia Child
provided over her long career. While there have been
a few movies about her life, the new HBO show, Julia, reveals a warm personal side. The Atlantic, in
its review of the show, mentions that it “explores
the virtues of ambition—whatever the age.”
“The show’s version of Julia, played with
spiky finesse by the British actor Sarah Lancashire,
brings untempered hunger to joyful life. The more
Julia in-dulges herself, the more she expands her
conception of what opportunity can be. Her
appetites, untamed, become not just unruly but
wholly radical”.
The last episode of Julia, “Chocolate
Soufflé”, appeared on Thursday, May 5. All of the
eight episodes opening credits display a photo of
the Reine de Sabas, Queen of Sheba cake.
The Queen of Sheba cake has long been a standby in French cooking. Moreover, it was the
first French cake that Child ever ate. As the
Washington Post reported in 1984, “it’s named
after a Biblical Queen who traveled from Sheba to
visit King Solomon to assess his wisdom and discuss trade”.
The Queen of Sheba cake is distinct from other French cakes like the fraisier or mille feuille —
which are airy or intricately layered — because
it’s fudgy and moist. The bake time is relatively
short — Child recommends less than half an hour
— and it doesn’t require any delicate piping or
stacking.

Trust Your Precious Vacation With Our Travel Professionals

(877) 736-3880 or (561) 736-3880
Cruises-River Cruises-Escorted Tours-Resort Vacations
www.sandctravel.com
We have gone virtual but with same personal service and value that
we have provided the Boynton Beach area for almost 30 years!
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That’s not to say there aren’t variations.
Some opulent ones are topped with chocolate
cream frosting, while others are baked in a ring mold
and served with whipped cream in the center. Still
others are accompanied by a smooth custard sauce.
All versions are fine when served plain and are perfect for a festive menu.
At its core, however, the Queen of Sheba cake is
incredibly simple.
If you revisit the episode of “The French Chef”
in which Child makes the dessert, (https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2gto6n) she says the key to
its texture is an easy meringue. It’s made by beating
egg whites and sugar until “stiff, white peaks” form.
They get folded into a mixture of melted chocolate,
almond flour and the rest of the cake ingredients for
a flavorful batter.
So, with Julia Child in our memory, enjoy this
elegant French cake.
INGREDIENTS
• 4 ounces semisweet chocolate
• 1ounce unsweetened chocolate
• 2 tablespoons dark rum
• 4 oz soft unsalted butter, at room temperature
• 1⁄2 cup granulated sugar
• 3 egg yolks
• 3 egg whites
• Scant 1⁄4 teaspoon cream of tartar
• 1 pinch salt
• 2 tablespoons granulated sugar
• 1⁄3 cup almond flour
• 1⁄4 teaspoon almond extract
• 3⁄4 cup sifted cake flour
DIRECTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350°.
2. Butter and flour an 8” x 1½” round cake pan.
3. Microwave the chocolate and rum in a small
bowl until the chocolate starts to melt. Stir until
smooth, and set aside to cool.
4. Cream butter and 1/2 cup sugar in a large bowl
until fluffy.
5. Beat in the 3 egg yolks.
6. In another small bowl, whip egg whites until foamy. Add cream of tartar and salt then beat on
high. When whites start to hold their shape, beat in
2 tablespoons of sugar until the whites get shiny and
form soft peaks, which should happen quickly. Do
(continued on page 25)
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Minuteman
Press DELRAY
B E AC H
WE DESIGN, PRINT & PROMOTE...YOU!

10%
OFF
ANY T-SHIRT
ORDER

24-SHIRTS MINIMUM.
Some restrictions
may apply.

www.delray.minutemanpress.com
P: 561.495.7898 F: 561.495.8171
15108 Jog Road, Delray Beach, FL 33446

CALL FOR
DISCOUNT
PRICING
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MARTY’S RECIPES...(continued from page 23)

not overbeat.
7. Stir chocolate mixture to make sure it is smooth
and liquidy. (If it has set up and gotten granular, add
a few drops of warm water and stir until smooth.)
Mix the cool chocolate into the butter, sugar and egg
yolk mixture. Stir in almond flour, almond extract
and at last, the cake flour.
8. Using a silicone spatula, stir in a quarter of the
beaten egg whites to soften the batter, then quickly
fold in the rest of the egg whites.
9. Turn batter into the pan, then sway the pan
back and forth until the batter reaches the rim and
the top gets level.
10. Bake for about 25 minutes in the center rack
of the oven. Cake is done when it has puffed up to
the top of the pan, and a toothpick tester comes out
clean only from about 2½” to 3” in from the edge
of the pan. The center should still be moist, and will
continue to bake a bit when it comes out of the oven.
11. Cool in pan for 10 minutes, then loosen edge
with a knife and turn out the cake.
12. Let cool 2 hours before glazing. You can
freeze the cooled cake and glaze when defrosted.

Chocolate Glaze
• 2/3 cup semisweet chocolate
• 2 tablespoons rum
• 6 tablespoons softened unsalted butter
Microwave chocolate and rum until soft, then
stir until smooth. Add the butter and stir until it has
melted and the glaze is smooth. If necessary, place in
the freezer or over cold water until thickened enough
to spread. Use an offset spatula to spread and create
texture if desired. Decorate with whole blanched almonds.
Do you have a favorite recipe and story?
Email it to Marty at jogvista@yahoo.com
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Cancer Horoscope 2022
June 22 to July 23
According to the predictions of Cancer Horoscope
for this year, the influence of Saturn present in the
seventh house of your zodiac sign at the beginning of
New Year is going to give you some troubles. Especially
during this time, you will have to face several financial
crises. Also, this position of Saturn will also give you
adverse outcomes in married life. Which will also
increase your mental stress. At the same time, this
period is also expected to bring several obstacles and
troubles in business and partnership. Because
during this time, there will be bitterness in your
relationship with your partner, which will negatively
impact your business.
However, from the end of April, Shani Dev will be
residing in its sign, Aquarius, and remain in this state
which will affect your eighth house. During this time
you will get relief from some problems in life. Most
of all, your financial life will become better and you
will be successful in earning money through various
means. But the transit of Mars in Sagittarius on January

16 which is the sixth house of diseases and obstacles
will work to relieve you from many problems while
boosting your confidence. However, during this time,
Magal Dev or Mars will also give rise to some health
problems. In such a situation, take good care of him
and get him checked by a good doctor if needed.
Apart from this, after 13 April, Jupiter, while
transiting in Pisces, will be sitting in the ninth house
of your zodiac sign and will remain in the same state
till the end of the year. This house is called Bhagya
Bhava or the house of luck. In such a situation, this
transit of Guru or Jupiter will increase the chances of
attaining beneficial results in different areas of your
life. Especially at this time in your married life, you
will be bestowed with peace in life. Also, students will
also be able to earn immense success during this period.
You will also be successful in gaining the cooperation
of your family members. Along with this, there will
be a transit of other important planets in April, which
will bring innumerable important changes in your life.
The prediction of this year is also indicating that
the period from April to August is going to be very
(continued on page 27)
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fruitful for the Cancerians. This year, while transiting
in the Aries zodiac sign, Rahu will give you auspicious
results. Especially by the grace of Rahu, the people
of Cancer sign will be able to come across several
employment opportunities. With the red planet Mars
entering the Aries zodiac sign between June and July, it
will impact your tenth house and fully aspect your first
house, as a result of which things will be favourable
for married natives. During this time, they will be able
to bring sweetness to their relationship by eliminating
all adverse situations in their life.
Talking about love relations at the same time while
looking at the Yearly Predictions for this year, the
people of the Cancer zodiac sign will get auspicious
results in love life this year. Especially those who are
still single and looking for a special someone will get
an opportunity to meet someone new from mid-April
to September this year due to the auspicious position
of Guru Jupiter. Also, in the month of April, Rahu will
also change its placement, therefore increasing the
level of romance in your relationship.

in Motion
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What Is Behind The Soaring
Home Prices ?
By: Murray Iseman (Addison Green)
Just as any other commodity, home prices respond
to the law of supply and demand. While most of us
are familiar with the concept, it is best illustrated
by our recent experience with toilet paper. We knew
something was askew when supermarkets began
limiting purchases. As Covid took a firm hold, we
experienced empty shelves. Fearing a loss of this
valuable resource, we looked to options such as paper
towels and tissues until those supplies dwindled. Upon
news of re-stocking, customers would contact friends
and neighbors- after they bought their own rolls of
course. Instead of buying to maintain a home inventory
for 2 weeks, we bought whenever we were able and
never even looked at the price. I recently picked up a
12 pack and then realized this was my 1st purchase in
2 years! Talk about hoarding.
How does this relate to home prices? We are
experiencing a “perfect storm.” A number of disjointed
situations have negatively impacted inventory.
EVOLVING HOME NEEDS-Assume the average
person gets 8 hours sleep. Working and commuting
consume 9-10 hours leaving 6 hours to enjoy their
house. With so many now working at home, they
now spend 16 waking hours there. They also want
a dedicated office. Requirements and preferences
frequently make the current housing less desirable so
they seek a new abode.
SENIORS-As we age and independence erodes,
many sell their homes and opt for assisted living. Given
the impact that Covid had on many senior, residential
facilities, some people decided to remain in their
current house. Thus, the flow of senior owned homes
into our real estate inventory has slowed.
SUPPLY CHAIN-There are shortages of many
materials used in construction forcing builders to pay
more. There was a recent news story about a person
having a house built for him. He was unable to qualify
for an occupancy permit since he had zero luck finding
a garage door.
DISASTERS-Over the past 2 years many homes
were lost to tornados, forest fires, storms, flooding,
and mudslides. All these victims needed new housing
to replace what nature took.
(continued on page 28)
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FINANCING-Interest rates were at a historic
low which helped qualify more prospective
buyers, thus increasing demand. Potential buyers
waiting on the periphery are now jumping in fearing
the rising interest rates will continue undermining
their ability to afford the home of their choice.
RISING RENTS-Landlords are facing rising costs
in maintenance and insurance resulting in increasing
rental prices. They also realize that many renters are
being priced out in their desire to become owners
and must accept absorb the rate hikes. This situation
actually has a depressing impact on demand but is not
significant enough to slow down the rising prices.
HISTORICAL IGNORANCE - We experienced
an increase in real estate prices from 2000 to about
2007. This was fueled by low interest rates, relaxed
underwriting and marginal down payments which
allowed financially, unqualified buyers to enter the
market. Then the bubble burst. Owners woke up
discovering they owed more than their home was
worth, so many just walked away.
In 2000 you could buy a new home in Aberdeen
for under $200K. By 2007, many of these homes were
selling for over $400,000. In less than a year they were
down to about $225,000. In 2022, these same homes
are up to $375,000. Fifteen years have elapsed and
many 1st time buyers have no knowledge of the 2007
bust. In their world, real estate always goes up all of the
time. This is probably true over most 10-year cycles.
Recessions have a way of hurting buyers who have
marginally qualified for their mortgage.
There is no disagreement that over the long
haul, the majority of homes will increase in price.
Today’s seniors bought their first homes for under
$20,000. Assuming they remained in that home until
retirement, it was sold for over $400,000. If there was
no refinancing, they began retired life with a profit of
$380,000 added to their savings.
My crystal ball is defective as I have no idea if
today’s trend will continue or evaporate in a busted
bubble. What will result if the conditions outlined
above are addressed? The only thing up for discussion
is what the immediate future holds.
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Getting Younger
Old Sam Johnson goes to his doctor
complaining of aches and pains all over
his body. After a thorough examination,
the doctor gives him a clean bill of
health. “Sam, you’re in excellent shape
for an 85 year old man. But I’m not
a magician - I can’t make you any
younger,” says the doctor.
“Who asked you to make me younger?”
says Sam. “You just make sure I get older!”
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Your Aberdeen Lifestyle Transition Team
Work Directly with Broker & Owner of Brokerage

SELLING
N
ABERDEE
FOR 10 +
YEARS

· No Extra Fees
· Social Media & Print Marketing Experts
Professional Photography-Worldwide Exposure
· Professional Showings-No Lock Boxes
· 30+ Years Team Experience

Representing Sellers and Buyers

We Live Work and Play in Aberdeen
Adam Kogan Broker/President: 561.577.0507
Dr. Angela Kogan, LLC Realtor®: 561.271.3799
www.KoganEstateHomes.com
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Buying or Selling?

Meet Phyllis

Phyllis Hoffer

Over 25 years Real Estate Experience
24/7 Full Time Agent

Aberdeen Resident

FREE Market Analysis, Whether Buying, Selling or Renting
Professional Marketing Of Your Home Including Photography, Brochures & Website Information
Your Home Will Be Listed On Several Websites, Giving You Maximum Exposure

8200 Jog Rd Suite 103, Boynton Beach, FL 33472

